Abstract: Deoxyribo nucleic acid (DNA) has enormous capacity to carry very important information in the form of character strings. Sequence analysis is the process of applying a wide range of methods to DNA sequences for understanding the structure, feature or evolution of these nucleotides strings. The analysis uses mathematical methods to convert these character strings to numerical values, and these numerical values are used to find similarity between the sequences. DNA sequences only contain four nucleotides: A, C, G and T, but in order to find information from these sequences, sequence comparison becomes essential. In this paper, various methods to analyse DNA sequences including usage of entropy, divergence, LZ complexity and the role of hybridisation are explored. A hybrid model based on the composition vector and distance methods is proposed to find dissimilarity between sequences and this hybrid model is tested on sequences of species downloaded from National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
Introduction
Sequence analysis is the process of applying a wide range of methods to DNA sequences for understanding structure, features or evolution of sequences. Sequence analysis is used to find the similarity between the compared sequences. DNA sequences only contain four nucleotides: A, C, G and T, but in order to find information from these sequences, its analysis becomes an essential tool. Studying and comparing the sequences can help us detect relationships between them. Sequence comparison methods can be divided into two categories: alignment based and alignment free. In the alignment-based method, the sequences are first aligned and then the similarity/dissimilarity values between the sequences are calculated. One alignment-based method is the Needleman-Wunch algorithm, which performs global alignment on DNA sequences and provides the best alignment over the entire length of the two DNA sequences. This algorithm is appropriate for finding the best alignment of two sequences that are similar in length. The algorithm finds two matrices: the similarity matrix and the trace back matrix. The similarity matrix is used to find the score and the trace back matrix is utilised to find the best alignment. Scores are specified for the aligned character using the similarity matrix and the linear gap.
Another alignment-based method is Smith Waterman algorithm that performs the local alignment of two DNA sequences. With this algorithm the alignment is not performed over the entire length of sequences, but only similar regions of the sequences (Hosangadi, 2012) . The algorithm optimises similarity by comparing segments of all possible lengths. The Smith Waterman algorithm also calculates a similarity matrix, but is different from the Needleman-Wunch algorithm. The scoring matrix of Needleman-Wunch algorithm contains negative values, whereas with the Smith Waterman algorithm only positive scores are visible for backtracking. These two alignment-based algorithms can be used with the Jukes-Cantor distance method to express the calculated distance between the two sequences reflecting number of changes per sequence. Many other alignment-based methods are utilised for comparing whole genome sequences; however, aligning the whole genome can often be tedious (Vinga and Almeida, 2003) . Every species has its own gene order and gene content. Excellent results can be achieved using alignment-based methods when the sequences are closely related and can be aligned reliably, but divergence between sequences affect the alignment. The major limitations of alignment-based approaches are that they are excessively complicated and time consuming for large length sequence; hence, there is critical need of alignment free sequence comparison (Vinga and Almeida, 2003) .
The problems associated with alignment-based methods gave birth to alignment free methods for sequence analysis. The composition vector method is one alignment free method that is used with distance methods to give the similarity score between the compared sequences (Chan et al., 2012) .
LZ complexity is another method proposed by Otu et al. that can be used to show the similarity/dissimilarity score between sequences when used with distance formulas (Otu and Sayood, 2003) . LZ complexity is a concept in which a finite sequence 'S' can be built using the number of steps required by a production process. Given a sequence S = s(1), s(2), …, s(n), the function l(S) = n denotes the length of S. Any sequence S can be built from a non-null sequence using an m-step production process. The number of components in the production parsing is the LZ complexity of the sequence S denoted by c(S). LZ complexity is based on parsing the history of a sequence, and for longer sequences parsing history is a time consuming process. The two-step transition probability matrix of the Markov model can also be used to describe a DNA sequence consisting of four nucleotides. By taking the state space I = {A, C, G, T}, a DNA sequence can be considered as a Markov chain. The two-step transition probability matrix of a sequence can then be used with methods like relative entropy (Li and Wang, 2005) to show the relationship between the various sequences using phylogenetic tree or in the form of similarity scores. The author has introduced weights to normalise the results, but choosing the weights can be a challenging problem. Results yielded from alignment free algorithms do not represent mutations and substitutions, so the features extracted from DNA string in alignment free methods play a crucial role in comparing the sequences. This paper explores information theory concepts like conditional entropy and information gain to find the similarity/dissimilarity score between sequences. In the current study, these concepts are used with composition vector to analyse and compare the results between distance methods (Euclidean, relative entropy and cosine distance) on whole genome sequences downloaded from NCBI.
Proposed method
Composition vector method is an alignment free method used for comparing two DNA sequences. If we compared it with the other alignment-based methods, it is simple because the number of parameters is less and there are no score matrices and gap penalties.
The composition vector method consists of four steps:
• For a sequence of length L, there are number of substrings of length k. For each k-string in s, the frequency vector, denoted by f(s) as in equation (1), is calculated by counting the frequency of pattern s.
• The expected frequency for each sequence s is estimated and denoted by q(s).
• The composition vector for the sequence is calculated using the formula
• The cosine angle between the composition vector of two DNA sequences is used to compute the distance between the two.
Frequency vector
For a DNA sequence S 1 of length L, substrings of length k are found and for each substring s, frequency vector f(s) is calculated using the given equation
In equation (1), n(s) is the number of times s appears in the sequence. The frequency vector is of the length 4 k . For example, consider the sequence S 1 = 'AACGTACCATTG'; the value of all the frequency vectors using k-tuple (Yang and Zhang, 2008) 
, is 1, with k = 5.
Estimation formula
In biological data, the signals are often blurred by noise. Therefore, this noise should be eliminated. In the composition vector method, for each frequency vector f(s), the corresponding noise is given by q(s). In step 2 of the composition vector method, an estimation formula is used to estimate the expected frequency q(s), i.e., the noise of the k-strings. We will use Hao's formula as proposed by Qi et al. (2004) for finding the expected frequency q(s) given by the following equation (2),
In equation (2), for any k-string 'L' represents the left most nucleotide, 'R' represents the right most nucleotide and 'a' represents the nucleotides in the middle. Equation (2) represents the signal to noise ratio. If the frequency f(La) and f(aR) is zero, then the value of the Hao's formula q(LaR) = 0. For the above sequence S 1 , we need to find the 'La', 'aR', 'a', and their frequency vectors. Once these are identified Hao's formula is applied to maximise the entropy. For the first frequency vector AACGT, the 'La' is AACG, 'aR' is ACGT, and 'a' is ACG. Using equation (1), their frequencies are f(AACG) = 0.1429, f(ACGT) = 0.1429 and f(ACG) = 0.1667. For the first frequency vector AACGT, Hao's formula value using equation (2) is 0.1224. The value of Hao's formula for entire frequency vector is 0.1224.
Maximising entropy
Information theory defines entropy as the content of missed information. If the value of entropy is higher it is regarded higher rate of missed information. On the basis of this, the entropy is maximised to find the maximum noise in the data. Significant strings in the DNA sequences can be found using the Shannon's entropy under the following two constraints as given in following equation (3).
q aA q aC q aG q aT f a q Aa q Ca q Ga q Ta f a
where the entropy in q(.) for all f(a) in the (k -1) string 'a' is to be maximised. Using equation (3), the expected frequency for each k-string s can be calculated. To obtain a unique q(s), we maximise the Shannon's entropy using equation (4) for sequences. 
For the above sequence S 1 , the value of the maximised entropy for frequency vector is -2.0794 using equation (4) and the noise (q(s)) calculated with Hao's formula is -2.0572.
Composition vector
After calculating the frequency vector and the expected frequency, we can calculate the composition vector for the sequence using the following equation,
o t h e r w i s e f s q s , q s q s cv ,
In equation (5), we obtain the composition vector by removing the noise from the given sequence. This provides us with clear results comparable to other sequences without any background noise in them. Using equation (5), the value of composition vector of sequence S 1 is 0.0108.
Distance formula
The angle-based distance formula is used to find the similarity/dissimilarity between the two DNA sequences as given in equation (6).
In equation (6), the cosine angle between the two composition vectors cv 1 and cv 2 gives the distance measured between sequences, and the angle is calculated using equation (7). 1 2 1 2 cos . .
Taking composition vectors of the two sequences as points in the Euclidian space (Su et al., 2012) we can measure the genetic diversity between the two sequences in the form of similarity, which is indexed using the formula of equation (8). cv 1 and cv 2 are the two composition vectors for which the distance is calculated.
Manhattan distance can also be used to compare the DNA sequences. Manhattan is defined as the sum of the absolute differences of their Cartesian product (Su et al., 2012) , i.e., the absolute difference between the two composition vectors for which we want to calculate the distance. The Manhattan distance is given by the following formula:
For the sequences S 1 = 'AACGTACCATTG' and S 2 = 'ACGGTCACCAA', the distance between sequence S 1 and S 2 using equation (6) is -0.5093. The Euclidean distance between S 1 and S 2 given by equation (8) is 0.0031 and the Manhattan distance given by equation (9) is 0.0031. Here the value of Manhattan and Euclidean distance will be same as cv 1 = 0.0108 and cv 2 = 0.0139.
Relative entropy
In information theory, relative entropy is widely used to calculate the difference between two probability distributions. Relative entropy is the measure of uncertainty between two probability distributions (Bai et al., 2013) . For two probability distributions p(i) and q(i), the relative entropy can be given by:
In sequence analysis, the probability distributions p(i) and q(i) can be obtained from the two sequences for which relative entropy is to be calculated. The relative entropy of two probability distributions over a random variable i is zero if and only if p(i) = q(i).
The relative entropy used with composition vector is also used to measure the similarity score between two sequences. Here the two probabilities in equation (10) will be the composition vector of the sequences. The relative entropy given by equation (10) between S 1 and S 2 is 0.0035.
Information gain
Information gain is a concept widely used in data mining. It is used to measure properties that can distinguish the sequences. The concept of information gain is used with the composition vector for finding the similarity between sequences (Zhang and Chen, 2011) . The information gain of two composition vectors cv 1 and cv 2 is given as:
Equation (11) gives the information gain between two composition vectors cv 1 and cv 2 where H(cv 1 ) and H(cv 2 ) are the Shannon's entropy as given by equation (4), where C(cv 1 , cv 2 ) is the conditional entropy of composition vectors cv 1 and cv 2 . Conditional entropy is defined as the amount of information needed to describe the outcome of a random variable, for example the condition entropy C of cv 1 when another random variable (cv 2 ) is known; this is shown in equation (12) 
The resulting information gain reflects the similarity between sequences. Higher values of information gain indicates more dissimilar sequences and a smaller information gain reflects more similar sequences. Exemplifying that concept, information gain for the sequences S 1 = 'AACGTACCATTG' and S 2 = 'ACGGTCACCAA' using equation (12) is 0.2356.
Results
The methods discussed above are applied on three sequences downloaded from NCBI: fin-whale, blue-whale and squirrel with the Accession numbers -X61145, X72204 and AJ238588, respectively. The distance calculated at various values of k is shown in Table 1 (fin-whale and blue-whale) and Table 2 (blue-whale and squirrel). The distance graph for comparing the fin-whale and blue-whale sequences is described in Figure 1 . Figure 2 represents the blue-whale vs. squirrel and Figure 3 demonstrates the fin-whale vs. squirrel. The values of distances are plotted on the vertical axis and the k value is plotted on the horizontal axis. As indicated in Figure 1 , the relative entropy and Euclidian distance are behaving similarly at various values of k. For the sequences of fin-whale and blue-whale, the Euclidean distance, relative entropy and k are inversely related as entropy decreases, while the value of k increases as described in Figure 1 . However, the cosine distance peaks at k = 5 and increases at k = 7 for similar sequences showing an unpredictable behaviour. The results for dissimilar sequences, shown in Figures 2 and 3 , relative entropy and Euclidian distance are behaving in a similar manner, i.e., the distance between two dissimilar sequences increases as the value of k increases, whereas cosine is again behaving in an unpredictable manner. Table 2 Distance between blue-whale and squirrel 
Discussion and conclusion
This paper discussed the alignment free composition vector method that is used to compare DNA sequences by finding the similarity/dissimilarity scores. The result of the composition vector method is used with three methods: cosine distance, Euclidean distance and relative entropy to show the dissimilarity between sequences in the form of distances. To validate the hybrid model of composition vector and distance methods are applied on full-length sequences of fin-whale, blue-whale and squirrel at various values of k. It has been analysed that for similar sequences the Euclidean and relative entropy is decreasing whereas for dissimilar sequences the relative entropy and the Euclidean distance increase with increasing value of k, so it can be concluded that a hybridised model of composition vector and Euclidean distance or relative entropy is effective at k = 5 and above, to find the similarity/dissimilarity between sequences.
